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The x states observed in the cc and bb systems have been understood as fine structure 

triplets of P-wave quark-antiquark states with even charge conjugation. The light qij states 

with the same spin structure, namely the light scalar, pseudovector and tensor mesons, have 

been more difficult to understand, mainly because states of different flavor are not well sepa

rated in mass and are believed to mix with each other. Studying the coupling to two photons 

offers useful information for the classification of tensor and scalar mesons (pseudovectors do 

not couple to two real photons). Those tensor mesons which are expected to couple to two 

photons (!, f', A2 ) have been observed in photon-photon collisions and the measured "'1"'1 

partial widths agree well with the naive quark model with approximate ideal mixing. In 

contrast, there is considerable disagreement about how to classify the known scalar mesons. 

In particular, there is the question of whether they contain two or four valence quarks (states 

with no valence quarks, gluonia, may further complicate the question). Scalar mesons have 

so far not been observed in photon-photon collisions. 

In this paper we report on an investigation of the reaction "'1"'1 -+ 1r0 77 observed in the 

4-photon final state with the Crystal Ball at DORIS II. A similar analysis was done by the 

Crystal Ball at SPEAR 1 in which A2 formation was observed for the first time. In the present 

analysis, with ~ 6 times the statistics, we have made a new measurement of r 'Y'Y(A2 ) and we 

have observed and measured for the first time the formation of the scalar meson o(980) in 

"'1"'1 collisions. 

The "'1"'1 initial state is created by e+ e- collisions, where each lepton radiates a low q2 

virtual photon. The leptons scatter to a very low or zero angle and are not observed. The 

"'1"'1 reaction products are detected and their two-photon origin is identified by the very low 

total transverse momentum PT with respect to the beam axis. It is necessary to identify and 

measure the momenta of all particles in the exclusive final state. 

The Crystal Ball detector has been described in detail elsewhere. 2 Briefly, it consists of 

672 Nai(Tl) shower counters which detect photons with good spatial and energy resolution. 

Each shower counter is shaped like a truncated triangular pyramid pointing to the e+e

interaction point and is viewed by a phototube. Together they form a hollow sphere of 

16 radiation lengths (r.l.) thickness covering 93% of 411" solid angle, with two holes for the 

beam pipe. An additional 5% of 41r is covered by Nai(Tl) endcaps. Charged particles are 

detected in a set of cylindrical proportional tube chambers with charge-division read-out. 

There were originally 3 double-layered chambers filled with Magic Gas, which have gradually 

been replaced by a new set of 4 double layers filled with an Ar - C02 - methane mixture. 

The beam pipe has a thickness of 0.017 r.l. and each chamber adds 0.010 r.l. in the old and 

0.019 r.l. in the new configuration. 

The data used for this analysis represent an integrated luminosity .C = llOpb-1 and 

have been taken over a period of two years in the region of the T resonances, i.e., at beam 

energies between 4. 7 and 5.3 Ge V. 

The apparatus is triggered by a number of conditions based on the distribution of energy 

in the Nai(Tl) crystals. The trigger which has been designed to be efficient for "'1"'1 reactions 

requires approximate PT balance in addition to a total energy above a threshold which has 
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been set at either 980 or 1170MeV in different running periods. This threshold is too high 
for low-mass 1r

0 17 events; we have therefore included other, less efficient triggers with lower 
thresholds for this analysis. The second trigger requires approximate balance of the total 
momentum with either a total energy threshold of 770MeV or a veto on energy in the 
crystals closest to the beam. The third kind of trigger used in this analysis requires at least 

·85MeV each in two groups of 9 crystals which are nearly back-to-hack, again with a veto on 
energy deposited close to the beam. 

All events have been passed through a filter program which selects candidate events for 
'"'/''! collisions by requiring PT < 200 MeV and the total energy seen less than 80% of the e+ c 
center-of-mass energy. The total transverse momentum PT has been calculated by assigning 
a momentum vector to each crystal with magnitude equal to the energy seen in that crystal. 
The vectors for all crystals in the ball are summed and the transverse components of the sum 
are used. 

Out of these pre~elected events, candidate events for the 4-photon final state have been 
selected by the following criteria: 

t> The total energy seen in all end cap crystals must be less than 40 MeV. 
t> There must be exactly 4 clusters of energy of at least 20MeV which are considered as 

photon candidates. 

t> The photons must be within I cos 01 < 0.9, where 0 is the angle between a photon and 
the positron beam. 

t> The lateral energy deposition pattern of each photon must be consistent with that ex
pected for an electromagnetic shower. 

t> PT (now calculated from the photon energies and directions) must be less than 100MeV. 
(Events failing this cut have been kept to study the PT-distribution, e.g., for Fig. 2 
below). 

t> Events have been removed when there were hits in the tube chambers close in ¢> to a 
photon, where¢> is the azimuthal direction around the beam axis. (Thee information has 
been ignored for this cut because the main background comes from beam-gas interactions 
which did not necessarily originate at the e+e- interaction point.) 

t> The trigger requirements have been reproduced in software, with thresholds slightly 
more restrictive than the electronic thresholds. This cut has been made to be able (a) to 
calculate the trigger efficiency and (b) to correct for the varying trigger conditions in 
different running periods. 

We then group the four photons of each event into two pairs (there are three ways to do 
so) and make a scatter plot of the higher versus the lower pair mass M"Y"Y (Fig. 1a). There is 
a strong peak corresponding to 1r0 1r0 events and a cluster of 1r0 17 events. Most other entries 
are wrong combinations from these two types of events. In order to remove background from 
under the 1r

017 signal, we discard events in the 1r0 1r0 peak, i.e., 100 < M"Y"Y < 170MeV for 
both M~;w and M~;gh (Fig. 1b). 

We have selected 1r0 17 events by requiring 100 < M~;w < 170 MeV and 490 < M~~gh < 
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600MeV. Non-1r0 11 background has been studied using events in the sideband, i.e., events 

outside the region defined above, but within 65 < M~~w < 205 MeV and 435 < M~;gh < 

655MeV (the sideband has 3 times the area of the 1r0 11 region). There are 336 1r
0 11 and 

112 sideband events. These events have then been kinematically fitted using the two mass 

constraints, and the fit results have been used throughout the remainder of the analysis. 

The p} distribution of the 1r0 11 events (Fig. 2) shows a peak at zero as expected for a 

"!"! reaction. The p} distribution of sideband events, scaled by the ratio of areas in the mass 

scatter plot (shaded histogram in Fig. 2), is flat with a small enhancement at zero which is 

caused by wrong combinations from events with two-photon origin. 

The distribution of the effective mass (W) of 1r
0 11 (Fig. 3) shows two peaks, one at the 

mass of the .5(980), another at the mass of the A2 (1320). These are the only two resonances 

with a known 1r1J decay mode.3 The scaled W distribution for sideband events (shaded his

togram in Fig. 3) shows no such structure. 

In order to obtain the cross section for "1"1 --+ 1r0 11, the observed sideband-subtracted event 

spectrum must be corrected for the detection inefficiency and the W -dependent "{"(luminosity. 

The event distribution d2 N / dW dl cos E>*l is related to the cross section for "1"1 --+ 1r
0 11 as 

expressed in the following formula: 

d
2 
N du"f"f(W, cos E>*) ~> 1 F. (W ;.'\ E(W _ E>*) d-

dl I 
= dl e 

1 
,_, "'"' , x, , x, cos - x, 

dW cose• cos-. iii 

where e• is the angle between the positron beam and the 1r0 in the "1"1 rest frame, E(W, x, 
cos E> *) is the detection efficiency and x is a set of variables defining the kinematics of the 

undetected outgoing e+ and e- at given W. F"f"f(W,X) is the "1"1 flux (i.e., the ratio of "1"1 

luminosity to e+e- luminosity) which we have calculated using the formula given by Bonneau, 

Gourdin and Martin,4 neglecting terms due to longitudinal photons. 

The detection efficiency has been determined by Monte Carlo methods. Events of the 

type "1"1 --+ 1r0 11 have been generated with a distribution given by the fully differential form of 

the formula above, but withE set to unity and du"f"f(W, cos E>*)/dl cos E>*l chosen to uniformly 

populate the full cos E>* and W range. These events have then been passed through a detector 

simulation program based on the shower development code EGS5 and finally through the 

same analysis chain as the real events, except for the cut on chamber hits. The generated 

events have been divided into bins of W and I cos E>*l· Comparing in each bin the number 

of accepted with the number of generated events results in a two-dimensional acceptance 

function, the "("(-flux-weighted average of E(W, x, cos E>*) over i. The average acceptance 

is 7.5%. Most of the inefficiency is due to events where one or more photons left the ball 

through the beam-pipe openings. 

The efficiency of the cut on chamber hits varies with chamber performance, chamber 

configuration, and background conditions. It has not been simulated by Monte Carlo, but 

has been measured separately for each running period using "1"1 --+ 1r0 1r0 events in the f(1270) 

region. The above cuts, without the cut on chamber hits, yield a sample of ~ 2000 f events 
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with negligible background. The average efficiency of the cut on chamber hits is 64%. Most 
of the rejected f events have a photon converted to an e+e- pair in the beam pipe or the 
chamber material. 

The cross section has been calculated by giving each event a weight consisting of the 
inverse of the product of efficiency and -y-y-luminosity. The efficiency is a luminosity-weighted 
average including the run-dependent chamber and trigger efficiencies. The cross section is 
shown in Fig. 4 as function of w for I cos e·r < 0.9. 

The solid curve in Fig. 4 shows the result of a fit with 3 contributions: 
1> a relativistic spin-0 Breit-Wigner function6 with mass 983MeV and width 54MeV3 for 

the 8, folded with a Gaussian with a = 15 MeV mass resolution, with r 'Y'Y ( 8) as a free 
parameter; 

1> a relativistic spin-2 Breit-Wigner function6 with mass 1318MeV and width 110MeV3 

for the A 2 , folded with a Gaussian with a= 23MeV mass resolution, with r 77 (A2 ) as a 
free parameter; 

1> a smooth function with 3 parameters to describe the non-resonant contribution (broken 
curve). 

We have obtained a good fit with x2 = 20.1 for 18 degrees of freedom. In a separate fit 
(with x2 = 16.3 for 14 degrees of freedom) the resonance masses and widths have also 
been free parameters, resulting in m(o) = (1005 ± 9) MeV, r(8) = (32 :::~~) MeV,7 m(A2) = 
(1315 ± 15) MeV and f(A 2 ) = (117 ± 86) MeV. The errors are statistical only; there is an 
additional systematic error of 2% on the masses. We find reasonable agreement with the 
nominal parameters. 

In order to check our assignment of the 8 and A 2 resonances to the peaks observed and to 
be able to extrapolate to the full cos e• range, we investigate the decay angular distributions. 
Fig. 5 shows the differential cross section da / d[ cos e•[ for the W ranges 900 - 1100 MeV 
(containing the 8 peak) and 1100 -1480MeV (containing the A 2 peak). These distributions 
should be proportional to a sum of [Y £ [2 , where L is the spin and ). the helicity. We have fitted 
the distributions of Fig. 5b with a sum of three contributions, namely [Y0°[ 2 (a constant), 
[Y£[ 2 , and [Y2°[ 2 • We omit the [Ylf 2 term because helicity 1 is not allowed for two real 
photons. We find that the [Y£[ 2-term dominates with a fraction of 0.81 ± 0.22. The spin-0 
fraction is 0.19 ± 0.22 and the spin-2, helicity-0 fraction is 0 ± 0.08. 8 This agrees well with 
the expectation that for A2, which has L = 2, the distribution will be proportional to a sum 
of [Y:f[ 2 and [Y2°[ 2 • Furthermore, the helicity 2 term dominates the distribution as expected 
from theoretical predictions (see, e.g., Ref. 10) and previous measurements.9•11 For the fit to 
Fig. 5a, we have used only the [Y0°[ 2 and [Y:f[ 2 terms. The [Y2°[ 2 term was omitted because 
the previous fit showed that it was at most a small correction to the total spin-2 fraction. 
We find here the spin-0 fraction to be dominant (0.73 ± 0.29). 

The r 77-values resulting from the fit to Fig. 4 have been corrected by extrapolating to 
the full cos e• range assuming isotropy for the 8 decay and helicity 2 for the A 2 decay. The 
known branching ratios3 for 'f'J --> 'Y'Y and A 2 -t 1r0 'f'J have been taken into account. The 
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results are 
r..,..,(A2 ) = {1.14±0.20±0.26)keV 

and 
r ..,..,(o) x BR(o--+ 7rf1) = (0.19 ± o.o7~g:6~) keV. 

The systematic errors include the following contributions added in quadrature: 

1> Uncertainty in the efficiency and "1"1 flux calculation (±10%) 

1> Uncertainty in the luminosity determination (±10%) 

1> Variation of analysis cuts (±0.05keV foro, ±0.14keV for A2) 

1> Variation of the fitting procedure ( :::g:g~ keV foro, ±0.12keV for A2) 

1> Uncertainties of the branching ratios f)--+"("! (±2%) and A2 --+ 7r0 f) (±8%) from Ref. 3 

The o has two known decay modes, KK and 7rf), with unknown branching ratios. In 

the literature quoted in Ref. 3, values for the K K : 7rf1 ratio are found varying between 1 : 4 

and 4.2 : 1. If the coupling to K K is large, the resonance may have a width considerably 

larger than the observed peak width. The peak in this case would be generated as a cusp 

effect by the K K threshold 12. The data do not allow us to distinguish this o resonance shape 

from a simple Breit-Wigner shape. The result given is based upon a simple Breit-Wigner as 

described above. 

r ..,..,(o) (keV) Authors 

50 Bram6n, Greco13 

2.5-3.8 Berger, Feld 14 

0-0.37 Babcock, Rosner1° 

550 ± 270 Greenhut, Intemann 15 

4.8 Budnev, Kaloshin16 

""'0.27 Achasov, Devyanin, Shestakov17 

TABLE 1 

Theoretical predictions for r ..,.., ( o). 

The measured value of r ..,..,(o) x BR(o--+ 7rf1) can be compared to the theoretical pre

dictions of r ..,..,(o) summarized in Table 1. If BR(o--+ 7rf1) is not small, only the predictions 

of Refs. 10 and 17 agree with our measurement, all others are at least an order of magnitude 

higher. Whereas Babcock and Rosner describe the o as a qq state, it is a qqqq state in the 

model of Achasov, Devyanin and Shestakov. 
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r -y-y(A2) (keY) Experiment 

0. 77 ± 0.18 ± 0.27 Crystal Ball at SPEAR 1 

0.81 ± 0.19 ± 0.27 CELL0 18 

0.84 ± O.o7 ± 0.15 JADE (preliminary) 11 

1.06 ± 0.18 ± 0.19 PLUT09 

1.14 ± 0.20 ± 0.26 This experiment 

TABLE 2 

Experimental results for r -y-y(A2). 

Our measurement of r -y-y(A2) agrees within errors with previous measurements (Ta
ble 2). r -y-y(A2) can also be predicted using quark model relations19 and the measured value 
of r -y-y{f). The prediction is r -y-y(A2) = 0.99 ± 0.05 keV9, in good agreement with the mea
surements. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. (a) Scatterplot of M!;~gh versus M~;w (3 combinations per event) for events passing the 

two-photon selection criteria described in the text. (b) Same as (a), but 1r01r0 events 

removed. 

2. p} distribution of 1r0 17 events (open histogram) and sideband events (shaded histogram, 

scaled by ! , the ratio of areas in the mass scatter plot Fig. 1 b). 

3. W distribution of 1r0 17 events (open histogram) and sideband events (shaded histogram, 

scaled by !l 
4. Cross section for T'l -t 1r0 17 as function of W for I cos e•1 < 0.9. The solid curve is the 

result of a fit with 8(980), A2 (1320) and non-resonant continuum contributions. The 
broken curve shows the continuum contribution. 

5. Differential cross section da/dicos0•i for (a) 900 < W < llOOMeV and (b) 1100 < 
W < 1480MeV. Also shown are the fitted contributions proportional to IYJll 2 (dashed 
curve) and IY2

2 I2 (dotted curve) and their sum (solid curve). 
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